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ADDERView PRO Range

 KVMA switch to share Video and 
USB between multiple sources

PRODUCT IN BRIEF

The AV4PRO-DVI-MS is designed to 
enable four multihead computers to be 
controlled from a single high resolution 
KVM console using either dual link DVI 

The switch makes use of Adder’s True 
Emulation technology which enables 

-

unique technology enables instantane-
ous and reliable hotkey switching whilst 
also supporting the extra keys and 
features of enhanced keyboards and 

includes two independently switchable 

selected peripherals to different com-

ADDERView 4PRO-DVI-MS

FEATURES

 
The ADDERView Pro MultiScreen features 

you can also use a choice of digital or 

on each head for post production or 

The AV4PRO-DVI-MS belongs to the 

instantaneous and reliable switching 
action and makes keyboard hot key 

been able to support the most basic 

limitation by emulating the true character 

that you can now use the extra function 

commonly found on modern keyboards 

selection

The switch enables you to use the KVMA 
console to work on one computer whilst 
your USB peripherals are connected to 
other computers and your speakers are 

to any one of the connected computers 

Channel selection options
The ADDERView Pro can be switched 

These switching options allow you to 

scanning a set of documents onto one 
computer whilst working on another 

action has been carefully engineered to 
ensure maximum computer reliability 
when connecting and disconnecting USB 

Independent simultaneous 
to a single computer
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may be interested in include:

ADDERView  PRO
AV4PRO-DVI

ADDERView PRO

SmartView MutiScreen 

 
SVMS4DVI-QUAD 

ADDERView Secure

and upgrade
An ‘Options’ port enables the AV4PRO-
DVI-MS to be remotely switched using 

be switched in synchrony to switch more 

ORDERING INFORMATION

 
AV4-PRO-DVI-QUAD-XX:  

UK  = United Kingdom
US  = United States
EURO  = Europe
AUS  = Australia

 
 

RMK5PROMS: Rack Mount Kit 
DVI to VGA adaptor 
Single link DVI-D to DVI-D Video cable 

VSC22: Audio cable 2m 
Combined dual link DVI-D and 

USB cable 
 

     

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Hardware compatibility
All computers with USB interfaces

Software compatibility
Operates with all known software and 

Computer connections at switch

Physical design 

Power connection

power adapter

Operating temperature 
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